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Crazy Time Strategies. Crazy Time by Evolution Gaming is a Live Casino Game Show where the house

edge varies between 3.92% and 5.59%, depending on which sections players place their bets. The
strategies for Crazy Time outlined below are based on optimal RTP and probabilities, where you place
bets on how much risk you're willing to take versus reward. Table of Contents: Crazy Time Strategies.

Low Risk: The "10-5-2-1 strategy." covering 83.33% of the wheel High Risk: The "Bonus Hunter
strategy." covering 16.66% of the wheel Ultra High Risk: The "Crazy Time Strategy." covering 1.85% of
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the wheel. Low Risk: The 10-5-2-1 Strategy (83.33% wheel coverage) This low-risk strategy focuses on
numbers only, covering 45 out of 54 sections on the wheel. Its purpose is to ensure you can play longer
periods and produce frequent but small wins. How to play the 10-5-2-1: Place two units (€2 total stake)
on section 10 Place two units (€2 total stake) on section 5 Place two units (€2 total stake) on section 2

Place four units (€4 total stake) on section 1. High Risk: The Bonus Hunter Strategy (16.60% wheel
coverage) The bonus hunter strategy focuses exclusively on the bonus rounds, covering 9 out of 54

available sections on the wheel. The goal of the bonus hunter strategy is to try to cram in as many bonus
round hits as you can before you bust your bankroll. The carrot here is the multipliers if you manage to

score one, potentially leading to payouts as big as 20.000 times your bet. How to play the BonusHunter:
Place two units (€2 total stake) on Crazy Time Place two units (€2 total stake) on Coinflip Place two units

(€2 total stake) on Pachinko Place four units (€4 total stake) on Cash Hunt. Ultra High Risk: The Crazy
Time Strategy (1.85% wheel coverage) The Crazy Time strategy burns through your bankroll even faster

than just playing one number at a time in roulette. The goal of this strategy, though, is to go big or go
home. You often see this strategy on casino streamer streams. They put it in the background while

enabling autoplay for a set amount of game rounds, automatically placing a bet for them on the “Crazy
Time” section. The likelihood in percentages of hitting Crazy Time for each time the wheel spins is just
1.85%, as there’s only one section on the entire wheel the flapper can stop on to trigger it. How to play
the Crazy Time strategy: Place whatever bet you want, on “Crazy Time” Enable autoplay, and select the

amount of game rounds you’d like to play Confirm your bet and autoplay settings, sit back and relax. THE
RTP OF CRAZY TIME. The RTP of Crazy Time depends on what sections you place your bets on, what

bonus games are triggered, and if these trigger with multipliers. Given an infinite period, though, the
Crazy Time RTP is 95.41%. 
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